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CONTRACT ACQUISITION APPROACH – SM-1

– Contract Type is still being investigated by the team
– Major Steps
  • Sources Sought – planned for early April 2018
  • Market Research – concurrent with Sources Sought
  • Acquisition Planning – thru end of 2018
  • Issue Request for Proposal – anticipated by March 2019
  • Evaluate Proposals – April 2019 – April 2020
  • Award Contract – May/June 2020

– This will be a Cost Plus Reimbursable Contract with the potential for some Fixed Price elements
– Additional funding will be processed in 2021
– Work anticipated to take up to 5 years to implement
CONTRACT ACQUISITION APPROACH – SM-1A

– Contract Type is still being investigated by the team
– Major Steps
  • Sources Sought – planned for early April 2018
  • Market Research – concurrent with Sources Sought
  • Acquisition Planning – thru end of 2018
  • Issue Request for Proposal – anticipated 2021
  • Evaluate Proposals – 2021
  • Award Contract – 2022

– This will be a Cost Plus Reimbursable Contract with the potential for some Fixed Price elements
– Additional funding will be processed in 2022 and 2023
– Work anticipated to take up to 5 years to implement
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL WILL LIKELY INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS

- Combination of a large and small companies with capabilities in the following key areas:
  - Project Management
    - Scheduling
    - Cost estimating
    - Risk Assessment and analysis
  - Radiological expertise
  - Health and Safety expertise
  - Decommissioning expertise
  - Demolition expertise
  - Regulatory compliance
  - Waste Transportation and Disposal
Questions?